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Sustainability Update
Comprehensive Progress Would Be
Made as “Made in China 2025” Has Been
Issued to Advance the Sustainable
Development of Manufacturing Industry

On May 19th, the State Council of China officially published
“Made in China 2025” agenda, which, at the first time, defines
the comprehensive promotion of sustainable development of
manufacturing industry as the foundation of country
establishment, the instrument of national development, and
the basis of state enhancement.
Firstly, “Made in China 2025” agenda emphasizes on the “three
step” strategy. Via this, China will be able to transfer from a big
manufacturing country to a excellent manufacturing country.
And this also suits the strategy and timescale of “China Dream”.
Secondly, “Made in China 2025” agenda clearly indicates four
principles and five guidelines to promote the manufacturing’s
sustainable development, and these would comprehensively
implements the core spirit of the “China Dream”,
Finally, “Made in China 2025” agenda names Five Projects and
Ten Areas, of which provide specific measure and effective
operation methods that are corresponded with China’s basic
national conditions and reality of development for the
implementation of “China Dream”.

Upcoming Event: “Eco Forum Global
Annual Conference Guiyang 2015”.
CBCSD Will Hold Two Sub-forms at the
Conference: “Natural Capital Forum TV
Summit” With De Tao Group and “Green
Public Procurement” With ICLEI

“Eco Forum Global Annual Conference Guiyang 2015” is to be
held during June 26th to 28th in Guiyang, Guizhou Province.
The theme of the conference is “Embracing a New Era of EcoCivilization: New Agenda, New Normal, New Action”. It is
reported that this annual conference will discuss the ecological
civilization construction focusing on Wild China and global
sustainable development, to promote the “greening” in China.
CBCSD will held the sub-forum “Natural Capital Forum TV
Summit”: Invest Green Water and Mountain, Create Gold and
Silver Mountain ”with DeTao Group, and held the sub-forum
“Green Public Procurement” with ICLEI.

Conference Webiste： http://www.efglobal.org/

Mr. Ban Ki-moon Calls on Business to
Get into Actions for the New Sustainable
Development Goals of United Nations
On May 19, Mr. Ban Ki-moo, U.N. secretary-general, said that
the U.N. needed global business participation to promote the
new sustainable development goals. Compared with the “
Thousand Development Goals”, "Sustainable Development
Goals" will cover every field of public life. He also called for
business to actively participate in three important meeting to
be held this year: Addis Ababa Development Finance Meeting
in July, Union General Assembly in September, New York and
Climate Conference in December, Paris.
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Sustainability Update
The World Business Summit on Climate Change Has Been Held in Paris

On May 20th and 21th, the World Business Summit on Climate Change was held in UNESCO headquarters in Paris. Nearly
thousands of business leaders, investors and policymakers from many countries got together, explored the climate change and
sustainable development solutions from the global level, promoting low carbon economic upgrade into the enterprise actions.
Concentrating on the issues of "promote low carbon construction solutions” and “policy guidance for realizing the low carbon
society” respectively, the two-day summit shared the enterprises’ practice experience and advice on promoting the low carbon
economy transformation, to help the government make more reasonable policy to realize the carbon reduction goal while ensuring
economic growth and promoting increase of employment. This summit will paved the roadbed for reaching a blinding agreement
in Paris Climate Conference.

China and South Korea Have Signed the
Biggest Free Trade Agreement Ever
On June 1th, China and South Korea government officially
signed the “PRC and ROK Free Trade Agreement”. This is the
biggest trading agreement China had signed so far, along with
widest issue range and highest trade value. The two countries
will also deepen mutual cooperation in the new energy, air
pollution and climate change fields, and provide new market
growth opportunities for each other.

CBCSD and KBCSD Cooperate to Impel
Business Sustainable Development in
Both Countries
In July 15th to 16th this year, CBCSD and KBCSD will hold the
first “ China-Korea CEO Roundtable on Business Sustainable
Development” in Beijing, it aims at setting up an regular
exchange platform for the business leaders, government
officials and other like-minded partners, to explore cooperation
opportunities in the low carbon and green business field.

CBCSD and Green Footprint Center Will
Launch A Building Environmental
Performance Pilot Project Soon

Recently, CBCSD and Green Footprint Center officially signed a
cooperation agreement that the two sides will jointly launch
environmental performance pilot project.
CBCSD will introduce the environmental management platform
widely used in North America and other regions and apply the
innovative methods and practices to set up the building
performance benchmarking. This project aims at promoting the
development of a localization " Building Energy Efficiency
Management Platform”, strengthening the building efficiency
management, and helping more owners understand their
buildings’ energy consumption.

China and India Have Issued A Joint
Statement on Climate Change
On May 15th, China and India issued the joint statement on
climate change in Beijing, which declares that the two countries
are sparing no effort to prepare the contribution related to the
2015 agreement which decided by their respective country,
endeavouring to summit to the Paris Conference as soon as
possible. The two sides will fully support the success of the
Paris Conference hold in the end of this year.
Extended Reading:
India and China Joint Statement on Climate Change (full text)

China and Brazil Also Have Signed A
Joint Statement on Climate Change
On May 19th, China and Brazil issued the joint statement on
climate change in Brasilia. Both countries had adopted plan,
policy and measures on energy efficiency, renewable energy,
forestry, agriculture and industry and carried out addressing
climate change action in domestic. The two side also plan to
increase the renewable energy proportion in their respective
energy structure.

Extended Reading:
China and Brazil Joint Statement on Climate Change (full text)

The International Low-Carbon Forum Is
Tentatively Scheduled in June

The third Shenzhen International Low-carbon Forum is
tentatively scheduled in June 17th to 18th. It includes open
ceremony, main forum, sub-forum and related activities. The
theme of main forum is “Coordination and Management of
different stakeholders under the same goal”. There are 11 subforums including low carbon city mayor summit, new energy,
low carbon industry and tsubochi. Related activities include low
carbon model selection and prize, creative design award, etc.
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CBCSD Membership
Overseas Investment of State Grid
Entered Sustainable Development Era

DSM Technology Is Put on Display In
2015 International Plastic Exhibition .

On May 19th, Brazil's beautiful mountain UHV power
transmission project ceremony was held in Brasilia, which
marked the “Go Out” breakthrough of China’s UHV
technology and it also indicated that the international
strategy of State Grid had made some new progress. By
the end of 2014, the total amount of foreign investment of
State Grid already has amounted to $29.8 billion.

As a global leading company of life
science and material science, the
Dutch royal DSM group showed up
in the 2015 International Plastic
Exhibition that held in May 20th to
23th in Guangzhou. DSM mainly
displayed its research in the
electronic, automotive, packaging,
consumer and industrial products,
and also series of solutions for
mobile
devices
and
high
temperature applications: the latest
Stanyl®
Diablo HDT2700 and
Akulon® Diablo HDT2500.

Schneider Electric Together With Pangu
Data to Bulid Green Modular Data Center
On May 19th, Schneider Electric and Shenzhen Pangu
Data LTD jointly applied the leading micro module data
center solutions to Pangu Guanlan Jinxiu Data Center,
making this project become China’s largest micro module
data center/operation cooperation data center, with the
highest standard of data center in China, and the first
green ecological buildings pilot. It not only sets a good
example for green efficiency construction, but also
vigorously promotes the great-leap-forward development
from internet ecosystem to the environmental protection
and energy saving construction.

Dow Chemical’s Uses New Packaging
Concept to Improve Its Capability of
Sustainable Development
In the 2015 International Plastic Exhibition, Dow Chemical
displayed a new supply chain concept named by “ Farm to
Table”. Based on which, Dow Chemical exhibited the
sustainable solutions of advance plastic bag, which can be
applied to the food and special package, adhesive,
logistics package, agriculture and health. Dow Chemical
believed that it can provide the company a more
competitive advantage in today's competitive market by
integrating biodiversity and ecosystem services into the
management decision making and practice.

BASF and Landsea Will Develop the
Green Building Market Together
On May 18th, Landsea green property and BASF held an
seminar themed of “ Intelligent Building” in Shanghai.
Landsea is a leading green technology real estate
development and operation enterprise, and BASF is a
global leading enterprise in sustainable building industry.
The two sides explored the solutions for the future
community. This seminar aimed at discussing how the
sustainable building idea can satisfy the future social,
political, economic and technological challenges from
perspectives of different stakeholders.

Veolia Water Is Authorized to Provide
Water Services for the Largest Nuclear
Power Plant in Korea
Korea Hydrulic Nuclear Power Company, the fifth largest
nuclear power supplier around the world, authorized
Veolia Water to provide a three-year operating and
maintenance services for Kcri nuclear power plant as
Korea’s largest one. The service contract covers all plant
water supply: desalination and treatment of lain water to
supply steam production pipe; electrolytic chlorination of
seawater to supply the power plant’s cooling system.

DeTao Group Has Issued "Integrated
Report: Disclosure of Enterprise under
China’s New Normal”
Recently, Mr. Li Zhuozhi, president of DeTao group， and
professor Rebert Eccles in Harvard business school jointly
issued an article "Integrated Report: Disclosure of
enterprise under China’s New Normal". The article puts
forward that the enterprises should use the “integrated
report” as the company’s disclosure tool, in order to
improve their own capacity to better cope with the “New
Normal”.

“Seize the New Normal, Broaden the
New Horizons”. Eaton Win the UPS
Customer Satisfaction Survey Award
On May 20th, “the Eleventh UPS Power Supply System
and Its Infrastructure Technology Summit & Customer
Satisfaction Survey Conference" was held in the national
conference center in Beijing. As the global leading power
management company in UPS industry, Eaton won three
awards, including “Technology Innovation”, “Customer
Satisfaction Service” and “2014 UPS Application Top 10
Brand”, due to excellent product technology and service.

Huaxin Cement Has Issued the “2014
CSR Report”
On May 15th, Huaxin Cement issued its “2014 CSR
Report”. It is the eighth CSR report issued by this
company. The report includes corporate governance,
environmental
protection
responsibilities,
security
responsibilities, personnel training and serve the society
etc., which fully shows specific practices and outstanding
performance on CSR of Huaxin Cement.
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Urbanization and Ecological Civilization Construction
The Party Central Committee and State Council Formally Announce the Publication
of “Opinions on Accelerating Ecological Civilization Construction”
On May 6th, the Party Central Committee and the State Council formally announced the publication of “Opinions on
accelerating ecological civilization construction”. The “Opinion” made clear requirements and guidance to accelerate the
ecological civilization construction from nine aspects, including the general requirements, strengthening the main body
function orientation, optimizing national spatial development pattern, promoting technological innovation and structural
adjustment; improving the quality and efficiency of development; promoting comprehensively saving and highly efficient
recycling of resources; promoting the fundamental change of utilization way, intensifying the natural resource and
environment protection; improving the ecological environment quality; perfecting the ecological civilization system;
strengthening the statistical monitoring and law enforcement supervision of ecological civilization; accelerating the
formation of good society fashion and strengthening the organizational leadership.
Integrated Reading:Interpretation on “Opinions on accelerating ecological civilization construction”by five ministries.
Interpretation on “Opinions on accelerating ecological civilization construction” by Mr. Xie Zhenhua

NDRC: New Urbanization Construction
Will Implement “One Integrated & Two
New” Project
In the key working meeting on deeply implementing the
state new urbanization construction held recently, NDRC
indicated that it will implement the “One Integrate, Two
New” Project this year, which means making a new
breakthrough in the process of the migrant workers’
blending in the town, the cultivation of new small and
medium-sized cities and new urbanization construction.
Mr.Xu Shaoshi, director of NDRC, showed that new
urbanization construction is the multiplier for consumer
demands and also the accelerator for investment
demands. It is a comprehensive platform to promote the
entrepreneurial innovation and deepen the reform. It
should give full play to the new urbanization with gold
combination role of steady growth and structure
adjustment, and put it in the more prominent position.

MIIT Will Establish Waste Tyres Recycling
Demonstration Project
For the sake of accelerating the application of advanced
technology and product promotion in the renewable resources
industry and exploring the new mechanism for the renewable
resource industry development, MIIT made an announcement
recently to organize to construct a group of resource recycling
demonstration projects. The projects include iron and steel scrap,
scrap non-ferrous metals, waste tires, waste plastics, waste oil,
waste textiles, construction waste, waste electric and electronic
products, automobiles and other resources recycling.

CBCSD and WBCSD Jointly Carry Out the
Tire Industry Project (TIP)
In 2015, WBCSD and CBCSD continue to jointly promote the tire
industry project (TIP) and held several seminars with CTRA,
sharing the successful experience of waste tire pyrolysis in
China, putting forward China's tire industry chain optimization
policy and technical advice, and improving the resource
utilization efficiency of waste tires.

“2015 China‘s Small and Medium-sized City
Development Report Green Book” Is
Launched in Beijing

Mr. Qiu Baoxing, the Former Deputy
Minister of MOHURD: Urbanization
Should Hold on to Five Bottom Lines
On May 24th, in the third Urban Development Forum, Mr.
Qiu Baoxing, former deputy minister of MOHURD showed
that urbanization is an period that the state resource using
is unprecedented in any countries and we should hold on
five bottom lines during the urbanization. (1)We should
adhere to the coordinated development between bigmedium-small cities and towns; (2)We should adhere to
the coordinated development between cities and
countries;(3) We should adhere to the compact density of
urban space;(4) We should prevent the appearance of
empty city;(5) We should protect the cultural heritage.

"2015 China's Small and Medium-sized City Development Report
Green Book”& the 11th New Quality Evaluation System
Research of Small and Medium-sized City’s Scientific
Development and New Urbanization was launched in Beijing
recently, which was jointly held by Urban Development and
Environment Institute of CASS, Development of Northeast Asia
Research Institute, Small and Medium-sized City's Economic
Development Commission of China’s Urban Economic Society. It
officially launched its achievements. The sample list city has
been publicly displayed in the website of China's Small and
Medium-sized City, and it enters a new stage of data verification,
on-site investigation and case summary.

The “Transformation Development of
Building Materials under New Trends”
Forum Is Held in Beijing
On May 20th, at the Building Materials Transformation
Development Forum under New Trends, which sponsored by the
municipal green building association and Jianhua Building
Material Group, industry representatives put forward that the
green building product upgrading perhaps will become the
breakthrough of building material industry. Since January 1th this
year, the national “Green Building Evaluation Standard” has been
implemented officially. It expands the rules for the public
buildings in the original standard to the field of civil construction,
and thinned the green building assessment division with coving
the whole life period of the building.
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Sustainability Update
The World Business Summit on Climate Change Held in Paris

On May 20th to 21th, the World Business Summit on Climate Change was held in UNESCO headquarters in Paris. Nearly thousands
of business leaders, investors and policymakers from many countries got together, explored the climate change and sustainable
development solutions form the global level, promoting low carbon economic upgrade into the enterprise actions.Around the
issues of "promote low carbon construction solutions” and “policy guidance for realizing the low carbon society” respectively, the
two-day summit shared the enterprises’ practice experience and advice on promoting the low carbon economy transformation, to
help the government make more reasonable policy to realize the carbon reduction goal while ensuring economic growth and
promoting employment, which will paved the roadbed for reaching a blinding agreement in Paris Climate Conference.

China and South Korea Officially Signed
Free Trade Agreement
On June 1th, China and South Korea officially signed the “
People's Republic of China government and government of the
republic of Korea free trade agreement”. This is the biggest
trading agreement China had signed so far with widest issue
range and highest trade value. The two countries will also
deepen their cooperation in the new energy, air pollution and
climate change fields, and provide new market growth
opportunities for each other.

CBCSD and KBCSD Jointly Cooperate to
Promote the Business Sustainable
Development in Two Countries
In July 15th to 16th this year, CBCSD and KBCSD will held the
first “ China-Korea CEO Roundtable on Business Sustainable
Development” in Beijing, which aims at setting up an regular
exchange platform fro the business leaders, government
officials and other like-minded partners, to explore cooperation
opportunities in the low carbon and green business field.

CBCSD and Green Footprint Center
Jointly Launch Building Environmental
Performance Pilot Project

Recently, CBCSD and green footprint center officially signed a
cooperation agreement that the two sides will jointly launch
environmental performance pilot project.
CBCSD will introduce the environmental management platform
widely used in North America and other regions and apply the
innovative methods and practices to set up the building
performance benchmarking. This project aims at promoting the
development of a localization " Building Energy Efficiency
Management Platform”, strengthening the building efficiency
management, and helping more owners understand their
buildings’ energy consumption.

China and India Issued Joint Statement
on Climate Change
On May 15th, China and India issued the joint statement on
climate change in Beijing, which declares that the two countries
are sparing no effort to prepare the contribution related to the
2015 agreement which decided by their respective country,
endeavouring to summit to the Paris Conference as soon as
possible. The two sides will fully support the success of the
Paris Conference hold in the end of this year.
Extended Reading:
India and China Joint Statement on Climate Change (full text)

China and Brazil Issued Joint Statement
on Climate Change
On May 19th, China and Brazil issued the joint statement on
climate change in Brasilia. The two countries had adopted plan,
policy and measures on energy efficiency, renewable energy,
forestry, agriculture and industry and carried out addressing
climate change action in domestic. The two side also plan to
increase the renewable energy proportion in their respective
energy structure.
Extended Reading:
China and Brazil Joint Statement on Climate Change (full text)

The International Low-carbon Forum is
Tentatively Scheduled in June

The third Shenzhen International Low-carbon Forum is
tentatively scheduled in June 17th to 18th. It mainly consists of
open ceremony, main forum, sub-forum and related activities.
The theme of main forum is “Coordination and Management of
different stakeholders under the same goal”. There are 11 subforums including low carbon city mayor summit, new energy,
low carbon industry and tsubochi. Related activities include low
carbon model selection and prize, creative design award, etc.
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Low-carbon Development, Energy and Climate Change
State Council: “2014-2015 Action Plan for Energy Conservation， Emission Reduction and LowCarbon Development” Issued on May 26th
The general office of the state council issued the “2014-2015 action plan for energy conservation, emission reduction and low-carbon
development” on May 26th,, which further solidifies the carbon reduction targets, quantifies tasks and strengthens measures of the
energy conservation and emissions reduction .By 2015, energy conservation and environmental protection industry output value is
estimated to reach 4.5 trillion yuan RMB."Action plan" put forward the specific carbon reduction goals of energy conservation and
emissions reduction: from 2014 to 2015, the GDP energy consumption per unit, chemical oxygen demand (COD), sulfur dioxide,
ammonia nitrogen and nitrogen oxide emissions per unit decreased respectively by 3.9%, 2%, 2%, 2% and 5% yearly, the GDP carbon
emissions per unit decreased respectively by 4% and 3.5% for the past two years. The government will take measures from eight
aspects: (1)Vigorously promote the adjustment of industrial structure;(2) Speed up the construction of energy conservation, emissions
reduction and carbon reduction projects; (3) Promote energy conservation and carbon reduction in the key fields; (4) Strengthen
technical support; (5) Further strengthen policy incentives; (6) Actively promote market-oriented mechanisms on energy conservation
and emissions reduction; (7) Strengthen monitoring, alarm, supervision and inspection;(8) Fulfill the targeted responsibility.

Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Cross-regional Carbon
Trading MarketBeing Developped

NEA
Will
Construct
the
Solar
Standardization Technical Committee

Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Region is currently exploring to establish
cross-regional carbon trading market. Last year, Beijing and
Hebei started the development of the first cross-regional carbon
emissions trading market in the country. Since Chengde is the
first pilot in Hebei province, all the key emitters included inthe
carbon trading system in Chengde will also participate in the
Beijing market's carbon emissions trading. In addition, the NDRC
with the relevant departments have jointly made the research
study on the ecological environment protection planning of
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei coordinated development, which will be
issued formally after approval.

On May 25th, the National Energy Administration issued the
“Notice for Consultation on Establishing Solar Power Technical
Panel under the Energy Industry Standardization Committee”.
According to the requirements in the “Energy Industry
Standardization Technical Committee Management Regulations”
(On Trial)”, the NEA will call for public advices on establishing the
solar power technical panel under the energy industry
standardization committee.

The “National Wise Energy Public Service
Cloud Platform” Is Online
Recently, the "National Wise Energy Public Service Cloud
Platform" was officially online during the "China Energy Internet
Forum". It provides a user-friendly information platform on energy
cross sectors and regions nationwide. It is an smart energy
management platform and database built according to the
ISO/IEC/IEEE 18880 standard, in order to realize national energy
data integration, to organize the public resources, and to provide
functions including data storage, real-time monitoring, visual
management, data analysis, risk control, efficiency analysis, etc.

“Internet+Recycling” Model of
Resources Is Worth Exploring

Renewable

It was made clear in the “2015 Circular Economy Promotion
Plan” that China will promote and lead the innovation of recycling
model of renewable resources, explore the model and path of
“Internet + Recycling”, and support the development of new
recovery methods such as smart recovery and auto-recovery
machine. According to the plan, the main resource production will
increase by 15% and the resources recycling industry output
value will reached 1.8 trillion yuan RMB by end of the “Twelfth
Five-Year Period”. However, the recovery system construction is
still the weakest along value chain of the national comprehensive
utilization industrial sector.

Power

“Urban Household Garbage Management
Assessment Report” Published in Beijing
The “Urban Household Garbage Management Assessment
Report” was published in Beijing on May 5th by the institute of
the national development and strategy, Renmin University of
China. It put forward a series of assessments and suggestions
according to the “Four-in-one” subjects of urban household
garbage management, including hazard-free treatment,
reduction, recycling and cost decrease under harmless premise.

Global TopOil Producer Saudi Arabia: Fossil
Energy Will Become History Around 2050
Mr. Ali Al-naimi, oil minister of the global largest oil exporter
Saudi Arabia, said on Thursday that Saudi Arabia may weed out
fossil fuel around 2050, and Sandi plans to make a transition into
a big economy of solar and wind energy in the future. He also
said that, Sandi may start to export electricity in a few years time
in replacement of fossil fuel.

2015 China‘s Energy Strategy Investment
Forum Held in Beijing
"2015 (11th) China's Energy Strategy Investment Forum" was
held in Beijing, with the theme "One Belt One Road Strategy:
Energy Investment Opportunities". In this forum, the invited
government officials, experts and scholars in the energy industry,
corporate executives and unconventional oil and gas industry
association members got together to discuss the energy
investment opportunities in the “One Belt One Road” roadmap.

Hanergy Showed Clean Energy Center in
Olympic Forest Park
On May 20, Hanergy open sits clean energy exhibition
center in Beijing Olympic forest park, featuring displaying
the origin of the earth's energy by vedio, thin-film solar
power generation technology applied to wearable devices,
and mobile energy Internet demostrated by light and
shadow effects. The center opens to the public freely,
popularize knowledge of renewable energy, as well as
promote mobile clean energy products.
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Corporate Social Responsibility
Mr. Li Keqiang: Enterprises Should Unite When Going
Overseas
On the morning of May 23th, Premier Li Keqiang raised three hopes to
the Chinese enterprises presented in the Symposium of Chinese
Companies in Peru: (1) Promote the transformation and upgrading of
industries of China and Peru through cooperation on capacity.(2)
Shoulder social responsibility well; (3) Strengthen the coordination and
synergy for business overseas.
Mr. Li Keqiang said that, in the process of going out, facing all the
regional cultural differences and all kinds of risks, companies must unit
and prevent vicious competition.

“Regulation on Corporate Safe Production Responsibility
System - Five Implementations& Five Must-dos ”Released
The State Administration of Work Safety established the “Enterprise Regulation on
Corporate Safe Production Responsibility System - Five Implementations & Five
Must-dos i”, so as to implement in-depth of Xi Jinping’s message on occupational
safety and the national teleconference on occupational safety, for the all-round
implementation of the new “Safety Production Law”, and for further improving the
safe production responsibility system and strengthening corporate safety
production responsibility implementation.

SASAC Issued 25 Advices on Local State-owned Assets
Comminitees, Demanding the State-owned Enterprises to
Better Fulfill the Social Responsibility
The “2015 SASAC Work Plan for Guide and Supervise the Local State-owned
Assets” was issued recently by the SASAC, in which 25 specific guidance were
put forward, including drafting and disseminating the guidance on state-owned
enterprises to fulfill social responsibility, strengthening corporate social
responsibility legislation research work, and holding the social responsibility work
meeting of central enterprise and the local state-owned asset committees.

Qilu Petrochemical Released Its First CSR Report
Qilu Petrochemical CSR report was officially released on May 26th for the first
time. It is the first “CSR White Paper” released by this company since its
establishment nearly 50 years ago. During the Twelfth Five-year Period, Qilu
Petrochemical had saved 15.8 million tons of standard coal, equivalent to plant
351.9 million trees. It reduced38.87 million tons of carbon dioxide emission,
equivalent to saving the emissions of 11 million economic-cars for one year. It had
also saved 227 million cubic meters of water, which is equivalent to the water
amount of 16 West Lake.

15 Coal Enterprises Launched the CSR Reports Jointly
On May 12th, the 2015 Coal Industry CSR Report Launch Event was hold in
Beijing. 15 Coal enterprises including Shenhua Group, China Coal Energy Group,
China Coal Geological Bureau, Kailuan Group, Shannxi Coal Chemical Group etc,
launched their CSR reports together.

Updated Sustainable Development Reports of CBCSD Members and other Companies：
1CNPC:2014 CSR Report
1Qilu Petrochemical:2014 CSR Report
1Huaxin Cement:2014 CSR Report
1Zhengzhou Bank:2014 CSR Report
1Jincheng Coal Group:2014 CSR Report
1CPI:2014 CSR Report
1CR Bank of Zhuhai:2014 CSR Report
1CASIC:202014 CSR Report
1Hua Xia Bank:2014 CSR Report
1China Huadian :2014 CSR Report
1Shenhua Group:2014 CSR Report
1China Coal:2014 CSR Report

1Beijing Coal Group:2014 CSR Report
1YitaiGroup:2014 CSR Report
1Jincheng Coal Group:2014 CSR Report
1Datong Coal Group:2014 CSR Report
1SPDB:2014 CSR Report
1Pacific Insurance:2014 CSR Report
1East Asia China:2014 CSR Report
1Hanergy Holding Group:2014 CSR Report
1Infinitus:2014 CSR Report
1CCTV:2014 CSR Report
1Xintong China: CSR Report
1Kailuan Group:2014 CSR Report
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International Cooperation and Global Trend
The Second Sustainable Energy Forum of United NationsHeld
The second United Nations Forum on Sustainable Energy for All opened in New York on May
18th, Delegates from government, business and NGO announced the new Energy Action
Commitment in this forum, and they will take action to eliminate the energy scarcity and address
climate change. The four days forum mainly discussed the financing and investment scale needed
to realize the goal of energy, energy efficiency and renewable energy plan. Over 1000
practitioners shared their innovative energy solutions.

China Signed the New International Energy Charter Declaration
On May 29th, NurBekri, Deputy Minister of NDRC and Chief of the NEA, recently led a delegation
to attend the energy charter ministerial meeting held in Hague, Dutch. He signed the new
international energy charter declaration on the behalf of China. It marks that China have
transformed from the invited observer countries into participating observer countries, which is a
new step on the way of international energy governance.

Experts from China-Japan-Korea Discuss the CircularEconomy
Cooperation and Development in Tianjin
On May 29th,the first China-Japan-Karen Circular Economy Forum was held in Tianjin. Experts
from three countries got together to discuss the cooperation and development in the Circular
Economy Field. Currently, Japan and Karen in East Asia had established a comparatively perfect
recycle system, which can be of reference for China. In recent years, Korea continuously
strengthened the “Producer Recycling System”, discharged the producer’s responsibility to recycle
and reclaim the end-of-life products and established the corresponding incentive system. Korea
could strengthen the communication with China and help China to establish the related systems.

British Chinese Energy Association Held the Chinese Corporate
International Energy Cooperation Workshop
Recently, British Chinese Energy Association (BCEA) Held the Chinese Corporate International
Energy Cooperation Workshop in London. The participated experts believed that the overseas oil
& gas assets buyout by Chinese oil companies dropped sharply, but the “One Belt One Road” idea
creates a favorable environment for Chinese oil companies to buy overseas energy assets and
develop further cooperation in energy field with other countries and regions.

China and Sweden Deepened the Transportation Cooperation to Promote the Sustainable
Development
On May 16th to 19th, Yang Chuantang, Minister of Transport, visited Sweden and hold a work meeting with Anna Jonathan, Minister of
Sweden Business and Innovation Infrastructure Ministry. They exchanged their views on the transportation development policy and on
deepening the future cooperation. After the meeting, they signed a new cooperation MOU between the two parties and witnessed the
second project signing ceremony of China-Sweden Transportation Safety Research Center.

The International Biodiversity Day May 22th: Promote the Sustainable Development
May 22th is the international biodiversity day. The United Nations determined the theme of the international biodiversity day this year
as “Biodiversity Promote the Sustainable Development”. U.N. secretary-general Ban Ki-moon delivered a speech at the international
biodiversity day, he said that a variety of life on earth is the key to guarantee the offspring well-being, and it helps to solve a wide
range of social problems to maintenance, recovery and use the biodiversity in a sustainable way.

本资讯由中国可持续发展工商理事会(CBCSD)主办
订阅/取消订阅资讯或有任何问题，请发送电子邮件到info@cbcsd.org.cn
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